
$100

Engagement Ring
1 Carat Diamond

Engagement Ring?
Need An

20% Off at RJ Jewelers.
“Diamonds are a girl’s best friend” is no lie. In most cases, the
way to a woman’s heart is to buy her jewelry. Although some
women claim the way to their heart is through food especially
“Chocolate”. Candy is here one second, and gone the next.
Jewelry can last a lifetime and bring a woman joy every time
she wears it. Definitely, a better investment than a gift card
for Pizza Hut. You can buy her diamond stud earrings, a nice
necklace, a matching jewelry set, a bracelet, or a designer
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What To Buy For The Perfect
Valentine’s Day Gift?

Valentines Day is coming and this means it’s time to buy something beautiful for
someone special. Jewelry is the classic popular gift to get. It has NEVER gone
out of style, so you can’t really go wrong with it. Women wear jewelry, men wear
jewelry, teenagers wear jewelry.
For men, though many won’t admit it, they feel an odd sense of pride when they
have a nice, flashy watch on their wrists. If you buy a man a watch as a gift, ask
him for the time often so that he truly appreciates your gift. It’s useful for him, and
for you! Citizen and Bulova Watches are among the most popular brands in the
market. There are hundreds of styles to choose from and they are now on sale

dinner ring.
Vintage is back baby! And therefore, it’s once again
socially acceptable to wear a pin or brooch below the
age of 50. So you can also buy a woman a nice brooch
or, you can buy one for your grandmother. She will be

proud to wear it and be told that she’s very in fashion.  Our selection of
antique and estate jewelry is full of interesting brooches and unique jewelry
pieces on Sale up to 50% Off.

continued

Charm bracelets are still very popular and are available in many different brands
and designs. They are not just for teen girls anymore. All women now desire the
option to personalize their charm bracelets. The bracelets are available in bangles,
chains, ropes and beaded with whatever charm imaginable available. The
Rembrandt Charms and Waxing Poetic collections are perfect for personalized
charm bracelet Valentine gifts.

Need An
Engagement Ring?

you can have a
1 Carat Diamond
Engagement Ring

for under

$100
a month!

Our easy financing options
offer you interest rates as

low as 9.9% with
low monthly payments.



Garnet, the birthstone for January, signifies eternal friendship
and trust and is the perfect gift for a friend. Garnet, derived
from the word granatum, means seed, and is called so
because of the gemstone’s resemblance to a pomegranate
seed. References to the gemstone dates back to 3100 B.C.,
when the Egyptians used garnets as inlay jewelry. Garnet is
the name of a group of minerals that comes in a rainbow of

January’s Birthstone “GARNET”

colors, from the deep red of the pyrope
garnet to the vibrant green of tsavorites.
Today, the most important sources for
garnet are Africa, Sri Lanka, and India.

February’s Birthstone Is
“AMETHYST”

Amethyst, the gemstone believed by ancient Greeks and
Romans to ward off the intoxicating powers of Bacchus, also
is said to keep the wearer clear-headed and quick-witted.
Throughout history, the gemstone has been associated with
many myths, legends, religions, and numerous cultures.  En-
glish regalia were even decorated with amethysts during the
Middle Ages to symbolize royalty. It has been associated
with many myths, legends, religions, and numerous cultures.
Amethyst is purple quartz, a beautiful blend of violet and red
that can found in every corner of the earth. Historically, the

finest amethyst were found in Russia
and were featured in much royal Euro-
pean jewelry.  Today, while Brazil is
the primary source of this gemstone,
fine material can be found elsewhere,
especially in Zambia.

The name aquamarine is derived from the Latin word aqua,
meaning water, and marina, meaning the sea.  This gemstone
was believed to protect sailors, as well as to guarantee a safe
voyage.  The serene color of aquamarine is said to cool the
temper, allowing the wearer to remain calm and levelheaded.
Its pale, cool color beautifully compliments spring and sum-
mer wardrobes.  Aquamarine is most often light in tone and

March Has A Unique Birthstone
“AQUAMARINE”

ranges from greenish blue to blue-
green; the color usually is more intense
in larger stones.  This gemstone is
mined mainly in Brazil, but also is found
in Nigeria, Madagascar, Zambia,
Pakistan, and Mozambique.

If you’re taking advantage of the festive Valentine Day spirit
to propose to the love of your life, don’t miss out on our
Valentine Day Sales to buy the perfect engagement ring at
unbelievable prices!

Our easy financing options offer
you interest rates as low as 9.9%

with low monthly payments.
(visit RJ Jewelers for more details)

The Halo Diamond Ring: The most popular style of engage-
ment ring for 2015 was the halo diamond engagement ring.
The halo tells the one you love that they are the center of

At Coast Diamond we have had the privilege of making count-
less couples’ dreams come true with the gift of diamonds in
2015. From saturated color to rose gold, from unique shape

Coast Engagement Rings at RJ Jewelers

your universe. Coast Diamond’s floral
double halo with a round center stone (our
featured image above) was voted
follower’s favorite in our #8RingsofSparkle
Facebook Campaign of 2015.
Coast Diamond Signature Color 5.71CT round yellow sap-
phire with diamond halo set in platinum LSK10003-YS Coast
Diamond Blue Sapphire engagement ring flanked by 2 moon-
cut diamonds LSK10092-SCoast Diamond 8.29 Green Al-
exandrite and Platinum Custom Engagement Ring, Valued at
$249,200

Colored Gemstones: The colored gemstone engagement ring
was a one-of-a-kind way to surprise your loved one in 2015.
A yellow gemstone was the choice for Iggy Azalea’s engage-
ment ring. Other famous colored gemstone engagement rings:
Kate Middleton (blue sapphire), Jackie Kennedy (emerald),
and Jessica Simpson (ruby).

and design to the halo… No matter which you
choose, it brings us great pleasure to share
Coast Diamond’s best of 2015.



Valentine's Day Proposal Ideas
Valentine's Day is one of the most popular days of the year
to propose. It's a day that's already romantic, and that you
know you'll be spending together. If you're planning a
Valentine's Day proposal, check out these ideas for making
the moment special and memorable.
Proposing in Front of a Crowd: Many couples go to the
theater on Valentine's Day. If you're reasonably sure your
sweetie is going to say yes, call the theater in advance to see
if you can propose on stage. Look for a play or musical that
has a weddings or love theme. The stage manager should be
able to assist you in planning something theatrical and memo-
rable. Don't forget to buy tickets early as Valentine's Day is a
popular evening. A variant on this is to buy an ad at your
movie theater that will show before the previews begin.
Say it with Candy: Buy your sweetheart a heartshape box
of chocolates and replace one with the engagement ring. She
(or he!) may be surprised that you've gotten her such an in-
expensive gift, but if you can get her to open it, the surprise
will be on her! Another idea is to buy a bag of conversation
hearts and find one that says "Marry Me". Casually share the
bag of candy with her, having the special one hidden in your
pocket. When she's not paying attention, slip it out and say
"here, this one is perfect for you", then quickly follow it with
the ring on one knee.
Recreating a First Date or Special Moment: Tell your
valentine not to make any plans for February 14th, then make
all the arrangements to recreate your first date (or another
very special date – perhaps the one when you told each other
"I love you" for the first time.) Make reservations for the
same restaurant, get a tape for the car of the song that was
playing on the radio, or make a picnic of the foods and wines
you had that day. Don't forget to wear a similar outfit! In
your own words, say that you've recreated the moment be-
cause it was the moment you met the person you're going to
marry (or knew that you wanted to spend the rest of your
lives together)
On a Walk / Drive / Sail: Take some time to find the most
romantic spot near you, then lead your Valentine there in a
leisurely way, talking about why you are in love and why
your relationship is so special. When you've arrived at the
right spot, take a moment to drink in the scenery, then say
something like "I wanted to bring you to a spot almost as
beautiful as you are to ask you to spend the rest of your life
with me. Will you marry me?"
At a Restaurant: According to a wine merchants survey,
restaurants are the second most popular place for proposals
(at home is the first!). It makes sense that restaurants are so
popular, as you'll have a host of people to help you make
things perfect. If a restaurant is in your plans, start off by

selecting someplace truly special – perhaps a usual favorite
of yours, or one with magical ambiance. Secure those reser-
vations early and while you're doing so, ask to speak to some-
one about proposing that evening. They'll be experts on the
nicest and easiest way to do it at their particular location –
whether it's writing Marry Me on the dessert plate rim, or
going for a walk nearby to propose before returning for cham-
pagne and dessert. Just don't hide the ring in food - you
wouldn't want it to be swallowed!
Discovering the Ring Somewhere Unexpected:
If you're generally not the romantic type, your honey will be
suspicious if you suddenly want to go out for a fancy dinner
or theater, even on Valentine's Day. Thus, put the ring some-
place common in your house - this might be in the silverware
drawer, in the butter dish, or tied to the neck of the first beer
on the shelf with a note attached that says "will you marry
me?". Try to be around when its discovered, so that you can
drop to one knee to pop the question. An alternative to this
casual approach is to bring in the local paper and nonchalantly
ask, "Do you think we should announce our engagement in
the paper?" When your soon-to-be fiance realizes what you've
said, take the ring out of your pocket.



Lafonn offers extravagant
expertly crafted designs
in sterling silver, handset

with the world’s
finest simulated diamonds.

Expert On-Site Repairs & Custom Design

Current Diamond Jewelry Trends
Always in style, diamond jewelry can put the finishing touch
on any outfit, from the most elegant evening gown to a hip
pair of jeans and a trendy top. Often the standout piece in
any ensemble, diamond pieces can evoke heirloom romance,
cutting edge cool or eye-popping glitz.
Vintage Inspired Pieces
Diamond jewelry inspired by the unmistakable designs of the
Victorian, Edwardian and art deco eras have always enjoyed
a faithful following, and this year is no exception. Look for
pieces featuring the intricate scrollwork and architectural de-
signs of art deco jewelry or the floral romance of Victorian
style necklaces, bracelets and rings. Perhaps inspired by the
marriage of Prince William and Princess Kate, diamond jew-
elry is seeing a resurgence in royal forms of jewelry design,
including multi-layered rings in intricate patterns and rings with
one large stone surrounded by many smaller ones.
Fanciful Flowers and Magical Moons
From sweet buds to lush blossoms, flowers are ultra-hot
among today’s diamond jewelry customers. Bejeweled in-
sects, yellow diamond roses, glittery butterfly wings and lucky
four-leafed clovers are among the whimsical nature-inspired
designs of some of the newest diamond designs. You can
give your beloved the moon and the stars with this year’s
dazzling celestial pieces. Bracelets, necklaces and earrings
with astrological signs, moons and stars are skyrocketing in
popularity and make wonderful gifts for special occasions.
Diamond Brooches
Whether twisted up in your hair, anchoring the bust line of a
favorite frock or adding a bit of glitter to any jacket from
denim to cashmere, diamond brooches are super-chic this
year. From high-couture runways to Saturday at the flea
market, these posh pins are making a big comeback, espe-

cially worn in innovative ways. Secure a scarf, adorn a beret
or add a bit of sparkle near your hemline. Whether big and
flashy or tiny and sweet, a diamond brooch is a perfect mix
of modern and antique, with designs running the gamut from
classic diamond and pearl combinations to quirky little ani-
mals and insects.
Colored Diamonds
Truly unique and beautiful, colored diamonds are a fun and
lovely trend. Pretty pink diamonds are the ultimate in gem-
stone femininity, while sunny canary yellow stones are cur-
rently all the rage. For women who want to make a bold
statement using warm, earth tone colors, richly hued choco-
late and champagne diamonds are a perfect choice.
Myriad Metals
Not only are metal choices becoming more extensive; it’s
now on-trend to mix golds and other metals in diamond pieces.
A dazzling and dynamic complement to the clear white glitter
of diamonds, silvery-white platinum continues to rule the
market while the continuing growth of vintage-inspired
diamond jewelry is bringing back rose and yellow gold in
a big way.


